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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, the stochastic nature of 3-dimensional compact windborne debris
flight is investigated experimentally and computationally. Previous literature (Holmes,
2004) analyzed the impact of strong winds on compact debris with applications to
windborne debris flight. Baker (2007) derived the 2-dimensional equations of motion into
a generalized dimensionless form that reveals the fundamental controlling parameters of
compact debris flight. However, these models assume that compact debris is spherical,
and the flight is, therefore, 2-dimensional. However most compact debris is not spherical,
and its flight is 3-dimensional. Herein a previously developed model for free-falling
compact windborne debris flight (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021) is extended to include the
effect of ambient wind. The model results are compared to a series of wind tunnel
experiments in which a range of gravel gradations were released into an ambient wind
field. In this thesis, it can be seen that as the gradation size increases with a constant wind
speed, the streamwise flight distance decreases and as the wind speed increases for a
constant gradation size, the streamwise flight distance increases as expected. The
transverse ranges for the landing locations for the gravel particles were much smaller
than the streamwise spread. The mean transverse landing locations were very small
compared to the mean streamwise landing location showing little bias in the flow. The
stochastic model tends to slightly underpredict the streamwise landing locations of the
gravel particles, more particularly as the size increases. It also underpredicts the
transverse spread. Reasons for these differences are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Debris Classification
Windborne debris has been classified in a multitude of ways such as by their shape, by
their size, and/or by their mass. According to literature (Willis et. al, 2002), compact debris is
defined as a debris that has 3-equal dimensions or length, width, and height all the same scale
(L1~L2~L3). Rod-like and Plate-like debris are the two other debris classifications seen
throughout literature. Rod-like debris possesses a length (1-dimension) that is much larger than
both the width and height (2-dimenisons), while Plate-like debris has a length and a width (2dimensions) that are much larger than the thickness (1-dimension). This classification can be
seen in Figure 1.

1

(a)

(b)

(c)
•

Figure 1: Debris Classifications (Ahsanullah et al., 2021)
(a) Compact Debris (b) Rod-like Debris (c) Plate-like Debris
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1.2 Windborne Compact Debris
Windborne debris is known as a major source of damage resulting from inclement
weather that sustains high magnitudes of winds and/or rainfall. Windborne debris can be
classified as any item that can be projected as a missile, including loose items such as roof
gravel, as well as items removed from buildings such as roofing materials and framing members
(Holmes, 2004). Windborne debris, aside from possibly causing damage to human life, can
penetrate a building’s envelope and that has been observed to result in significant damage to the
built environment ranging from broken windows to the total collapse of the existing building
(Sparks et al., 1994). To date, there has been more than 30 years’ worth of post-storm
investigations of windborne debris damage. Results have been analyzed to correlate the
significant damages caused to the existing buildings and the relationship to windborne compact
debris.
The original windborne debris flight model was created by Tachikawa (1983,1988),
which allowed for the analysis of windborne debris based on the non-dimensional equations for
windborne debris trajectory. The model is based on a particles shape and mass and Newtonian
mechanics. This model has since been extended to investigate the specific case of compact
windborne debris (Holmes, 2004; Baker, 2007). Smith and McDonald (1990) were able to
recognize after Hurricane Hugo (1989) in Charleston, SC that damage done to the interior of
some buildings was due to water infiltration following the breaching of the building envelope by
windborne debris. Such water damage can be more costly than the damage to the built structure
itself. In one case study, an aggregate particle was documented to travel 250 ft. shattering the
outer panes and most of the interior panes for the windows of the downstream building. Sparks et
al. (1994) was able to develop a relationship between wind speed and damage claims, while
3

declaring that once a building’s envelope is compromised the dollar value in claims rise more
rapidly than if it were not compromised. It was also made aware that following Hurricane
Andrew in Dade County, Florida an investigation of more than 400 homes showed that
approximately 65% had at least one broken window, while only 2% of the walls sustained
damage resulting from wind pressures. This established the fact that debris penetration and
damage were more prone to occur rather than structural damage to the built environment. Minor
(2005) was able to conclude that the building envelope is crucial to the satisfactory performance
of buildings in windstorms and resistance to wind-driven debris is imperative in determining the
performance of the building envelope. With their experimental investigations, Minor was able to
statistically assess building performance before and after a building’s envelope is first
compromised. A building’s envelope is typically compromised following outside penetration
into the physical separator between the conditioned and unconditioned environment of a
building. The damages associated with major storms can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1: List of costs due to storm damage for major storms.
Insurance Claims Filed

Storm Name

Year

Location

Hurricane Andrew

1989

Florida

$15B [7]

Hurricane Hugo

1992

South Carolina

$3B [7]

Hurricane Irma

2017

Florida

$20B [15]

Hurricane Katrina

2005

Louisiana

$40B [16]

Hurricane Sandy

2012

New York

$22B [17]
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(billions USD)

1.3 Motivation
Of the various damages that can be caused during inclement weather such as flooding,
power outages, storm surges, and rip currents, compact debris is the one most likely to lead to
compromising a building’s envelope. A building’s envelope is the separation of the interior and
exterior for the building, or basically the entire exterior building system [14]. The building
envelope is crucial to preserve during extreme conditions because it facilitates climate control
and protects the indoor environment. Minor (2005) concluded that the building envelope was
very important to satisfactory performance of buildings during windstorms. Their study showed
that when the entire structure of a building suffers a catastrophic failure, it begins with the
building envelope’s failure first. This can happen via leakage of the building envelope due to the
longevity of rains during storms or internal pressure from windborne compact debris penetrating
the building envelope. With the penetration of the building envelope, there is nothing to regulate
the internal climate from the outside ambient environment, which can then lead to internal
pressure that can cause roof lift off or roof separation. As we are becoming more accustomed to
severe windstorms and hurricanes, our investigations into the relationship between windborne
compact debris and storm damages become more sophisticated and pertinent for accurately
assessing post-storm conditions. The goal of this thesis is to improve our understanding of the
flight of gravel in severe storms through wind tunnel testing and stochastic modeling.
The rest of this thesis is laid out as follows. In Chapter 2, the experimental method
including the Wiser Wind Tunnel experimental setup, experimental procedure, and the
experimental measurement method will be discussed along with presenting sample experimental
data. In Chapter 3, the stochastic flight model will be discussed including its origination,
tailoring, and implementation relating it to gravel pieces falling through an environment with an

5

ambient wind field. In Chapter 4, the collected experimental results will be presented along with
comparison with the corresponding stochastic model results. Concluding remarks and future
research improvements will be addressed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
2.1 Experimental Overview
In the devised experiments, a range of sieved gravel gradations, representative of
compact debris, are released from rest at a fixed height under various wind conditions. The
experiments for gravel gradations A, B, C, and D are all done when the fan variable frequency
drive was set to its maximum of 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s), while gravel gradation D, the smallest
gradation, is also tested at 9 Volts (~12.5 m/s), 8 Volts (~11.4 m/s), and 7 Volts (~10.2 m/s). The
voltage is the value supplied to the variable frequency drive that runs the wind tunnel fans. The
relationship between the landing locations, the gravel gradations, and the wind conditions will
allow for a correlation of a gravels flight path to be made experimentally. Landing location
measurements were made in both the transverse and streamwise directions. The experimental
data will then be compared to the model presented in Chapter 3.
2.2 Experimental Setup
To analyze the behavior of compact windborne debris that are under the influence of an
ambient wind field, an experimental apparatus was prepared in the WISER Boundary Layer
Wind Tunnel. The wind tunnel has approximately 20 meters of fetch with a 3.05 m wide by 2.44
m high cross section. The wind field is produced by two fans that generate a turbulent boundary
layer. The compact debris used were taken from different gravel gradations with 50 gravel pieces
dropped from each gradation. The WISER Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel can be seen in Figure
2, while the different gravel gradation properties can be seen in Table 2 along with a visual
representation of the gradation sizes seen in Figure 3.
7

Figure 2: WISER Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel (left) View upwind toward the fans (right) the
fans driving the wind flow.
Table 2: Gravel Gradation Properties

A

Gravel Size
Nominal Sieve
Size, Square
Openings (mm)
Equivalent Radii,
Re (mm)
Mean L1 (mm)
Mean L2 (mm)
Mean L3 (mm)

Screenings

A (7-7)
12.5 - 4.5
(1/2” - No.4)

B (7-8)
9.5 - 2.36
(3/8” - No.16)

C (7-9)
4.75 - 1.18
(No.4 - No.16)

D (7-10)
4.75 – 0A
(No.4 – 0A)

7.10

5.68

5.60

3.58

9.99
16.64
21.13

8.82
12.75
18.02

8.02
12.28
17.69

4.21
7.56
10.55
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Photograph of samples from each of the gravel gradations
(a) A, (b) B, (c) C, and (d) D.

The main objective for the experiment is to observe and correlate a trend between the
gravel gradation and the spread of the landing locations in both the streamwise and transverse
directions. A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system is defined that has its origin, fixed and at
the release point of the gravel. The x, y, and z axes for our experimental runs are in the
streamwise, transverse, and vertical directions respectively and can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Right-handed coordinate System used in this study.
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2.3 Experimental Procedure
The individual gravel pieces were released just beneath a hole in the ceiling of the
WISER Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel. A coordinate system was marked out on the floor of the
wind tunnel with an origin directly below the release point. The Cartesian coordinate system
used was right-handed where the x-direction is the streamwise direction from the origin and the
y-direction as the transverse distance, and the z-direction as the vertical distance. For each gravel
gradation, sets of 25 pieces were dropped at a time to make it easier for the identification of the
landing locations and to reduce measurement. Each gravel piece that was dropped required two
people, one who would be positioned at the top of the wind tunnel to drop the gravel piece from
rest, while the other was inside of the wind tunnel awaiting to mark the gravel pieces landing
location. In order to drop each gravel piece from rest, each gravel piece was prepared and
released from a position of rest through the hole constructed in the roof of the WISER Boundary
Layer Wind Tunnel using tweezers. Before the gravel piece was placed at rest, and then dropped,
the gravel piece was dipped in paint to be able to precisely locate each of the gravel pieces’
landing location. The person in the wind tunnel, stood far downstream of the drop location at the
moment of release and then erased the paint mark on the floor, and marked the landing location
in chalk. After each set of 25 gravel pieces were dropped and marked, the wind tunnel was
turned off and the landing locations were measured using a tape measure. The transverse and
streamwise landing locations were then recorded and transferred to Microsoft Excel. The landing
location measuring process can be seen in Figure 5.

10

Figure 5: Landing Location Measuring Process
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2.4 Measurements
Once the experiments for the 7 datasets, Gradations A-D at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s), and
Gradation D at 9 Volts (~12.5 m/s), 8 Volts (~11.4 m/s), and 7 Volts (~10.2 m/s) of wind speed
were conducted and measured, the data was then analyzed using Microsoft Excel and MATLAB.
A table summary of the conducted experiments can be seen in Table 3 below, while an overview
of the 7 experimental datasets statistics can be seen in Table 4 on the following page.

Table 3: Sample of Collected Experimental Data for Gradation D at 10 V. (~13.6 m/s)
# Of Drop

X (in) X (m) Y (in)

Y (m)

Magnitude
of X
(abs. value)

1

25.5

0.65

2.25

0.0572

2.25

2

27.5

0.7

1.13

0.0286

1.13

3

29.5

0.75

5.25

0.133

5.25

4

30.4

0.77

-0.63

-0.016

0.625

5

33.1

0.84

-4.13

-0.105

4.13

6

34.1

0.87

-3.63

-0.092

3.63

7

35

0.89

0.375

0.0095

0.375

8

35.6

0.9

-2.13

-0.054

2.13

9

36.5

0.93

1.75

0.0445

1.75

10

36.5

0.93

-1

-0.025

1
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Table 4: Statistical Experimental Data
Gradation Voltage

# Of Drops

Mean Wind
Speed (m/s)

𝑋̅ (m)

𝑌̅ (m)

𝜎𝑥

𝜎𝑦

𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑥

𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑦

A

10

50

13.6

0.644

-0.0103

0.151

0.077

0.235

7.48

B

10

50

13.6

0.828

0.0098

0.205

0.0863

0.248

8.81

C

10

50

13.6

0.881

0.011

0.201

0.0754

0.228

6.85

D

10

100

13.6

1.12

-0.0012

0.1993

0.0706

0.178

58.8

D

9

100

12.5

0.991

0.0114

0.165

0.0657

0.166

5.76

D

8

100

11.4

0.831

0.031

0.145

0.0651

0.175

2.1

D

7

100

10.2

0.742

0.016

0.113

0.0614

0.152

3.96

An important thing to notice is that the mean transverse spread for all of the experiments
is close to zero compared to the mean streamwise distance and transverse standard deviation.
The mean transverse landing location was only 9.5 mm over all the tests run. This is indicative of
the fact that the experimental data isn’t biased to one side or the other. That is, the person
standing downstream of the drops during the experiments didn’t significantly alter the flow that
the particles experienced.
The painted landing locations were typically about 5mm in diameter. Considering the
painted landing location had to be erased and remarked with chalk, the typical chalk markings
for the landing locations were about 3mm in diameter. The resolution of the tape measure used to
measure the landing locations was to the nearest sixteenth of an inch. All of the experimental
landing locations were measured in inches and then converted to meters. A sample experimental
scatter plot of Gradation D at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s) can be seen below in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Gradation D Experimental Scatterplot at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s)
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CHAPTER THREE
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Model Overview
This section describes the development of a stochastic model that was developed to
model compact debris flight in a stagnant environment (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021). The model
accounts for gravel geometry variation and flight orientation variation that helps determine the
magnitude of the drag force, and asymmetric lift forces generated during a gravel’s flight path.
for the model varies orientation instead of modeling rotation due to there being no evidence of
rotation, but rather wobbling of the particle in the fish tank experiments of (Ahsanulllah et al.,
2021). Since the drag and lift forces are modelled stochastically, there is no need to explicitly
model the resulting rotation and aerodynamic moments. For a comparable 3-D model, it is
imperative to have a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in the model to be exactly the
same as the experiments (see Figure 4). The equations that govern the motion of particles are the
3-D rectilinear equations of motion:

𝑑2 𝒙
𝑑𝑡 2

=

𝑑𝒖
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑭𝑾 +𝑭𝑩 +𝑭𝑳 +𝑭𝑫
𝑚

(1)

where the numerators symbolize Cartesian vectors, the mass of the particle is m, and the velocity
vector is given by,

𝑑𝒙
𝑑𝑡

(2)

=𝒖
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The forces that act on the gravel particle are the drag force (FD), lift force (FL), buoyancy force
(FB), and the force due to weight of the particle (FW). These forces are represented below.

1

𝑭𝑫 = − (2 𝜌𝐴|𝒖|𝒖𝐶𝐷 ),
1

(3)

𝑭𝑳 = (2 𝜌𝐴|𝒖|2 𝐶𝐿 ) 𝒏𝑳 ,

(4)

𝑭𝑾 = (0,0, −𝑚𝑔),

(5)

𝑭𝑩 = (0,0, 𝜌𝑉̇ 𝑔),

(6)

and

where ρ is the density of fluid, A is the cross-sectional area of the gravel particle, CD is the
coefficient of drag, CL is the coefficient of lift, nL is the unit vector in the direction of the lift
force, which is perpendicular to the drag force, g is gravitational acceleration, and 𝑉̇ is the
volume of the gravel particle.
The main difference between the model used to stochastically predict the flight path of a
gravel particle in a stagnant environment and one under the influence of an ambient wind field is
the addition of that wind field, which was as assumed to be a uniform wind speed. A free body
diagram of the forces acting on the gravel particle can be seen in Figure 7.
In the original model the velocity vector 𝒖 was simply the particle velocity. However, in the
presence of a wind field the appropriate velocity is the velocity of the wind relative to the
particle. This is given by
(7)

𝒖𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝑼 − 𝒖

See Figure 7 for a Kinematic Diagram of the particle showing the relative velocity and the Free
Body Diagram of the forces acting on the gravel particle. With the addition of the wind field the
drag and lift forces become
16

1

(8)

𝑭𝑫 = − (2 𝜌𝐴|𝑼 − 𝒖|(𝑼 − 𝒖)𝐶𝐷 ),
and
1

(9)

𝑭𝑳 = (2 𝜌𝐴|𝑼 − 𝒖|2 𝐶𝐿 ) 𝒏𝑳
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Kinematic diagram showing the relative velocity (a) and Free Body Diagram (b) of a
Gravel Particle
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3.2 Model Parameters
For any individual gravel particle, the value for area and volume are subject to variance,
which is stochastically determined with the model. These subtle differences, along with flight
orientation impact the coefficient of drag (CD), coefficient of lift (CL), and the direction of the lift
force (nL). The initial values of these parameters are also dependent on the orientation of flight
from rest. Even if we had the exact release angle, it would still be incredibly difficult to precisely
predict the flight path of an individual gravel particle (Tohidi and Kaye, 2017). Due to this, the
approach to the model parameters is more focused on estimating the statistical properties based
on a large range of trajectories for the gravel particles assuming they are released under identical
conditions. The statistical properties in the model that are randomly varied are A, CD, CL, and nL.
The ranges used for CD and CL reflect those from (Chai et al., 2019), whose results
showed that for various sizes of gravel-like particles that were oriented in different directions had
a coefficient of drag acting on the particles ranging from 0.4-0.8, while the coefficient of lift
acting on the particles ranged from -0.3-0.3. The model herein assumes that both coefficients are
uniformly distributed between the range limits given as there is no prior knowledge of the
orientation of the gravel-like particle during flight. For the area, it references the equivalent
radius based on the average gravel particle for each gravel gradation, A, B, C, and D. The range
of areas is estimated based on measurements of the longest, shortest, and intermediate lengths of
a sample of particles. This leads to

̅̅̅
𝐿1 ̅̅̅
𝐿2 ≤ 𝐴 ≤ ̅̅̅
𝐿2 ̅̅̅
𝐿3
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where ̅̅̅
𝐿1 , ̅̅̅
𝐿2 , and ̅̅̅
𝐿3 are the averages of the shortest, intermediate, and longest gravel
dimensions as defined in Table 2 and as seen in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Gravel Cuboidal Representative Lengths (from Ahsanulllah et al., (2021)).

The assumptions made are the same as the compact windborne debris assumptions, that
all dimensions of length are of similar magnitude, as mentioned in Chapter 1. However, this will
overestimate the area values and in order to offset the inflated area values, a random uniformly
distributed variable, α is used over the range of areas for each gravel gradation.

̅̅̅
̅̅̅
𝐿1 ̅̅̅
𝐿2
𝐿2 ̅̅̅
𝐿3
≤𝛼≤
𝐴𝑅
𝐴𝑅
where,
𝐴 = 𝛼𝐴𝑅
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Since the model does not predict flight orientation, in order to stochastically establish the
direction of the lift force, a reference unit vector (nref) in the x-y plane is used and is given by.
(10)

𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 = (𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃, 0).

The θ value used is a randomly assigned based on a uniform distribution over the range of, 0 ≤
𝜃 < 2𝜋.To get the unit vector normal to the direction of the fluid motion it is the result of the
cross product between the unit vector in the direction of the velocity with the reference unit
vector as follows,

𝑛𝐿 =

𝑼−𝒖
|𝑼−𝒖|

(11)

× 𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒇

The governing differential equations (1) and (2) are numerically solved in MATLAB
using a 4th order Runge-Kutta method with a fixed time-step. The initial conditions used are
x(t=0) = [0, 0, 0] and u(t=0) = [0, 0, 0], with boundary conditions being z = zmax at t = tfinal, where
zmax is the height of the wind tunnel (~2m). Since the time taken to reach zmax is unknown, the
equations are integrated until the particle has fallen a distance slightly greater then zmax and the
landing location x = [x, y, zmax] is calculated by interpolating the trajectory data on to z = zmax
(Ahsanulllah et al., 2021).
The initial values of CD, CL, α, and nref are randomly produced using the above methods
described. In order to randomly calculate the statistical parameters at the end of each time-step,
the values are randomly perturbed before the next time-step in the integration. To avoid drastic
changes in the parameters, a continuous uniform distribution is used over pre-specified ranges
based on the previous values. The new values of CD, CL, α, and nref are generated randomly with
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in the ranges ±𝛿𝐶𝐷 , ±𝛿𝐶𝐿 , ±𝛿𝜃, and ±𝛿𝛼. For example, if the initial CD value is 0.6 and the δCD
value is 0.2, for the next time step, the corresponding CD value will be randomly generated from
a uniform distribution based on the range 0.4 ≤ 𝐶𝐷 ≤ 0.8 The simulated landing locations from
the model will be dependent on the magnitude of the perturbations (±𝛿𝐶𝐷 , ±𝛿𝐶𝐿 , ±𝛿𝜃, and
±𝛿𝛼) and the number of time-steps the values are perturbed for. The time-step for the
simulations is based on the time it takes for an equivalent sphere to fall one radius when
traveling at terminal velocity, using the median value of 0.6 for CD as follows,

2(𝑭𝑾 −𝑭𝑩 )

𝑈𝑇 = √

(12)

0.6𝜌𝐴𝑒

Such that the time step is

𝛿𝑡 =

𝑅𝑒

(13)

𝑈𝑇

where, 𝑅𝑒 is the equivalent radii, 𝑈𝑇 is the terminal velocity, based on this time step the number
of integration steps required for the gravel to fall a distance ℎ is at least ℎ/𝑅𝑒 . For example,
Gradation D has an equivalent radius of approximately 3.6 mm. The drop height in these
experiments was 2.44 m. Therefore, a single flight path would take at least 680 integration steps.
Due to the experiments having a greater drop height than the fish tank experiments used
in which the situation the model was developed for (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021), the computational
time was much greater. Further, each time step required additional calculation steps to calculate
the relative velocity. The net effect was that a full exploration of the perturbation space simulated
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by (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021), would take approximately 30 days of computation time per case.
Therefore, the work for this thesis did not re-optimize the model but instead used the optimized
perturbation values from the original model of (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021). That is, only a single
set of perturbation values were simulated for each experiment.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Results
In this section, the experimental results will be discussed. That is, 100 experimental drops
of Gradation D gravel particles will be observed at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s), at 9 Volts (~12.5 m/s),
at 8 Volts (~11.4 m/s), and at 7 Volts (~10.2 m/s) of wind speed. The mean distances in the
streamwise and transverse directions will be observed as well as the histograms of Gradation D
at each wind speed will be analyzed. The 100 drops of Gradation D at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s) will
also be grouped and analyzed with 50 experimental drops of Gradations A, Gradation B, and
Gradation C at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s). The figures can be seen below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9: Scatterplot of landing locations for Gradation D
(a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c) 12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s The solid symbol is the mean
landing location.
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In Figure 9, one can see that as the wind speed is increased, the streamwise mean flight
distance increases. However, the transverse trend in variability with increasing wind speed isn’t
as clear though it does increase slightly with wind speed (see Table 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10: Landing locations for the gradations at a mean wind speed of 13.6 m/s with gradation
samples shown below for (a) D, (b) C, (c) B, and (d) A.

In Figure 10, there is a trend developed as the gradation size increases, that is as it goes
from Gradation D to Gradation A, the Streamwise magnitude tends to decrease based on the
plotted xbar and ybar for the gradations, while the transverse spread is rather constant with the
exception of a few outliers. The shorter flight distance with increasing gravel size is due to the
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weight force (scaling on the cube of the characteristic length scale) increasing more rapidly than
the aerodynamic forces that scale on the square of the characteristic length scale.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Streamwise Experimental Histograms of Gradation D at
(a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c) 12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s. The red square represents
the mean landing location.

In Figure 11, it is seen that for Gradation D as the wind speed increases, the experimental
streamwise average distance increases as expected. The average being very close to the interval
with the most occurrences. However, the streamwise landing locations are skewed with the
majority of the landing locations below the mean location with a longer tail for the larger flight
distances.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 12: Transverse Experimental Histograms of Gradation D at wind speeds of
(a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c) 12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s. The red square represents the mean
landing location.

In Figure 12, it is seen that for Gradation D at each wind speed, majority of the transverse
data was very close to 0. The data in the figure shows very little transverse skewedness in the
experimental data. This would be expected for the transverse spread as there is no net force that
would consistently drive the gravel one way or the other in the y-direction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13: Streamwise Experimental Histograms for the gradations at mean wind speed 13.6 m/s
(a) D, (b) C, (c) B, and (d) A.

In Figure 13, it is seen that as the gradation size increases, the experimental streamwise
average decreases as expected. When it comes to the number of occurrences, for Gradation D,
the peak in the distribution is approximately at the mean, while for Gradation C, Gradation B,
and Gradation A, the peak in the distribution for the streamwise data comes before the mean
distance value.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 14: Transverse Experimental Histograms for the gradations at mean wind speed 13.6 m/s
for gradations (a) D, (b) C, (c) B, and (d) A.

In Figure 14, it is seen that as the gradation size increases, the experimental transverse
averages remain relatively the same. The average values for the datasets are fairly close to 0.
This would be expected for the transverse spread as there is no net force that would consistently
drive the gravel one way or the other in the y-direction.
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4.2 Model Results
In this section, the model’s simulated results will be discussed. That is, 100 simulated
cases of drops of Gradation D gravel particles will be observed at 10 Volts (~13.6 m/s), at 9
Volts (~12.5 m/s), at 8 Volts (~11.4 m/s), and at 7 Volts (~10.2 m/s) of wind speed. For
Gradation D simulations, we have data representing simulations, where the reference vector (nref)
is as described earlier in Chapter 3, Section 2 (10). The mean distances in the streamwise and
transverse directions will be observed as well as the histograms of Gradation D at each wind
speed will be analyzed. The 100 drops of Gradation D at 10 Volts (~13.64 m/s) will also be
grouped and analyzed with 50 simulated drops of Gradations A, Gradation B, and Gradation C at
10 Volts (~13.64 m/s). The data is summarized in Table 5 and representative figures can be seen
below.
Table 5: Statistical Simulated Data

Gradation

# Of
Drops

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

𝑋̅
(m)

𝑌̅ (m)

𝜎𝑥

𝜎𝑦

𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑥

𝐶𝑂𝑉𝑦

A

50

13.6

0.486

8.61E-05

0.0687

0.0169

0.142

196

B

50

13.6

0.457

-4.62E-05

0.0695

0.0169

0.152

366

C

50

13.6

0.579

-7.16E-04

0.0884

0.021

0.153

293

D

100

13.6

1.38

-1.00E-03

0.244

0.0503

0.177

503

D

100

12.5

1.15

-6.51E-04

0.198

0.0465

0.172

714

D

100

11.4

0.980

-8.24E-04

0.162

0.0428

0.165

520

D

100

10.2

0.799

2.30E-03

0.133

0.0398

0.166

173
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15: Scatterplot of model landing locations for Gradation D (a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c)
12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s

In Figure 15, it is seen that the average streamwise distance, or Xbar for Gradation D
increases as the wind speed increases, which is expected. The model also shows considerable
spread about the mean landing location. However, the transverse spread is less than observed
experimentally. The landing locations are much more uniform than the experimental data as well
suggesting that there may be an additional source of variability in the experiments that is not
captured by the model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 16: Scatterplot of landing locations for the gradations at mean wind speed of 13.6 m/s
(a) D, (b) C, (c) B, and (d) A

In Figure 16, the mean landing location decreases with increasing size of gravel gradation
as seen in the experiments However, for gradations larger than D the spread in the landing
locations is very small. This is possibly because the aerodynamic forces are smaller compared to
the weight such that the aerodynamic force fluctuations have less effect on the trajectory.
However, the model data is much more uniform than the experimental data with a much
narrower range of landing locations in the streamwise and transverse directions.
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4.3 Comparison of Experimental & Model
In this section, the model and experimental results are compared in all cases the
simulated data was calculated using a reference vector in the horizontal plane as given in
equation (10). The mean distances in the streamwise and transverse directions will be observed
as well as the histograms of Gradation D at each wind speed will be analyzed. The 100 drops of
Gradation D at 10 Volts (~13.64 m/s) will also be grouped and analyzed with 50 simulated drops
of Gradations A, Gradation B, and Gradation C at 10 Volts (~13.64 m/s). The figures can be seen
below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17: Scatterplot of experimental (red) and model (blue) landing locations for Gradation D
at (a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c) 12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s

In Figure 17, it is seen that as the wind speed increases, the simulated data tends to more
so overpredict the landing locations when compared to the experimental results, as seen by
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looking at the average landing locations (Xbar, Ybar) for each. The transverse spread is slightly
underpredicted as well. However, the general landing locations for Gradation D as the wind
speed increases for the experiments and model simulations are very closely related.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18: Scatterplot of experimental (red) and model (blue) landing locations for the gradations
at mean wind speed of 13.6 m/s for gradations (a) D, (b) C, (c) B, and (d) A

In Figure 18, it is seen that for gradations larger and gradation D the model significantly
under predicts the spread in the landing locations. There are two possible explanations for this
observation. First, the is that there is an additional source of variability in the experiments that
becomes more significant as the gravel gets larger. The second is that the choice of a horizontal
reference vector might influence the spread in landing locations. These possibilities are discussed
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more in the conclusions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19: Gradation D streamwise (left) and transverse (right) characteristics of the
experimental results as function of Wind Speed. Magnitude of the mean landing location in red
and standard deviation in blue.

In Figure 19, it is seen that the average streamwise distance (Xbar), for Gradation D
increases as the wind speed increases, which is expected as the increasing wind speed will
increase the horizontal drag on the gravel. Additionally, the experimental streamwise data lies
between the deterministic spherical model data (black triangles), that assumes no coefficient of
lift, and the stochastic model simulations (blue circles). It is also seen that the magnitude of the
average transverse distance (Ybar), for Gradation D seems to be much less dependent of the
wind speed as no clear trend is seen in the data. The mean transverse landing location is very
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small compared to the standard deviation in the transverse direction. The largest transverse mean
is still a factor of 5 less than the standard deviation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Summary & Review
A series of experiments were conducted, and then compared to our developed model to
help better understand the stochastic nature of 3-dimensional compact windborne debris flight.
This study has been initiated due to the role compact windborne debris plays regarding major
causes of damage to the built environment during strong wind events such as hurricanes,
tornadoes, or thunderstorms. A better understanding of the flight path of irregularly shaped
compact debris will greatly aid our insight into the physical conditions governing the trajectory
of gravel scoured from the rooftops of built-up roofing systems, which in turn can be used to
generate improved building codes to help preserve a building’s envelope, to help with assessing
insurance quotes and claims, and to help with land development planning.
The goal was to overcome the limitations of the standard deterministic equations of
motion applied to simplified geometry for compact debris. The model presented in Chapter 3,
Section 1 was used to stochastically predict the landing locations of the gravel particles, or
compact windborne debris. The model accounts for variations in the aerodynamic forces during
the drop of the gravel particle. With the underlying assumption in the standard equations of
motion that compact debris is spherical in shape, the effects of the change in the projected area,
the drag coefficient, and the lift coefficient cannot be analyzed throughout a single drop for this
case.
For the conducted experiments in this thesis, the WISER Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel
on Clemson’s campus was used to produce the data with the streamwise direction of the wind
tunnel representing the x-axis, the transverse or width of the wind tunnel representing the y-axis,
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and the height of the wind tunnel representing the z-axis. All roughness blocks were removed
upstream of the origin to produce the highest wind speeds and most uniform velocity profile.
Experiments were conducted that consist of 100 gravel drops from the roof of the wind tunnel,
dropped in sets of 25, for Gradation D at 10.2 m/s, 11.4m/s, 12.5 m/s, and 13.6 m/s, and 50
gravel drops of Gradation A, B, and C at 13.6 m/s. To accurately record the landing locations,
the gravel particles were dipped in paint just prior to their release, then the paint is removed, and
the landing location mark is replaced with chalk to preserve the wood flooring of the wind
tunnel. After a set of 25 gravel pieces were dropped, the data was then measured and recorded
using measuring tapes and the data was inserted into Microsoft Excel.
The model used in this report was originally developed for analyzing free-falling compact
windborne debris in a stationary ambient environment (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021).
Computationally, the method extended the 2-dimensional debris flight equations (Holmes 2004,
Baker 2007). The computational model used accounts for the 3-dimensional flight path from rest,
of free-falling compact windborne debris with an ambient wind field. The model generates
random values within limitation for the drag coefficient (CD), the lift coefficient (CL), lift force
orientation, (θ), and the normalized projected area (α). Additionally, the model estimates the time
of flight, based on the release height and assuming the gravel particle travels at terminal velocity
(𝑈𝑇 ). Further, using the gravel particle’s equivalent radius (𝑅𝑒 ) and terminal velocity (𝑈𝑇 ), the
time of one time-step is calculated that was consistently defined across all gravel gradations. The
model then statistically generates perturbation values for the drag coefficient (δCD), the lift
coefficient (δCL), flight orientation, (δθ), and the normalized projected area (δα) for each time
step using a uniform distribution and a 4th order Runge-Kutta integration technique. Due to the
extended time it takes to simulate a model case, based off the difference in height from the
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experiments of the originally developed model and the extended model used in this thesis, the
computational time required to run the full perturbation space and establish optimized
perturbation parameter values for the drag coefficient (CD), the lift coefficient (CL), lift
orientation, (θ), and the normalized projected area (α) was prohibitive. Instead, the optimized
values found in (Ahsanulllah et al., 2021) were used for the model runs.
When regarding the results of the experiments and model results, the focus of the results
is the following:
1) How does the model simulated results relate to the experimental results?
When looking at the results presented in Chapter 4, along with comparing the data Tables 4 and
5, it can be seen that the model simulations generally slightly overpredict the streamwise
distance measured in the experiments for gradation D, while under-predicting the transverse
spread. For larger gradations the model under predicts the mean flight distance and the
streamwise and transverse spread.
2) How does variance in wind speed and size effect the spread of the flight paths for the
gradations?
When looking at the effect wind speed has on a single gradation, for Gradation D, it can be seen
from the graphical results in Figure 17, for the experimental results and the model, the
streamwise mean distance increases as expected, and the transverse mean distance remains small
compared to the spread. The experimental transverse distance varied from -0.2m to 0.2m, while
the model simulated transverse distance only varied from -0.1m to 0.1m. The experimental
streamwise distance varied from approximately 0.5m to 1.8m, while the model simulated
streamwise distance is scaled from 0.6m to 2m. When looking at Figure 18, for Gradations A, B,
C, and D, it becomes evident that the model tends to underpredict the streamwise and transverse
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distances, as the increase in size must cause issues with the model when accurately predicting the
aerodynamical effects on the particle.
3) How does the experimental and model simulated streamwise averages compare to the
spherical case?
When looking at Figure 19, it can be seen that the experimental results reside between the model
and spherical case for Gradation D. It is expected the mean flight distance for the spherical case
would be the lowest of the 3 cases, since the spherical case does not have a lift force that acts on
it.

5.2 Future Research
Focusing on gradation D, the model used, as described in Chapter 3 tends to over-predict
the streamwise distance, while under-predicting the transverse spread, which could be fixed by
running a full model optimization of the perturbation value ranges to match the exact study.
Alternatively, a more detail investigation of the influence of the reference vector (nref) that is
used in the model may resolve these discrepancies. The original model accounts for the
orientation of the reference vector (nref) as stated in equation 10. The restriction of the reference
vector being in the horizontal plane will have little influence when particles are released in a
stationary ambient as the particle velocity will be predominantly vertical. However, when wind
is introduced the relative velocity will have a significant horizontal component. Therefore, when
the cross product will be smaller when the reference vector is more aligned with the wind
direction. This, in turn, will reduce the magnitude of the transverse spread. This is illustrated in
Figure 20 which shows the results of the model simulations run with the reference vector in the
horizontal plane (blue) and a vertical plane normal to the wind direction (red).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 20: Model landing locations with varying reference vectors for Gradation D at
(a) 10.2 m/s, (b) 11.4 m/s, (c) 12.5 m/s, and (d) 13.6 m/s

The simulation comparison in Figure 20, shows that the orientation of the reference
vector only slightly effects the streamwise mean and variance but significantly influences the
transverse spread. Therefore, due to the impact the reference vector has when pertaining to
the model’s simulated results, the influence of the reference vector should be more closely
analyzed and a method for defining the appropriate plane for the reference vector should be
established.
This study only considered a steady uniform wind field. However, turbulent fluctuations
in all 3 directions will likely impact both the mean landing location and the spreading about
that mean. Re-running the model with a realistic time-varying 3-dimensional wind field
would generate more realistic landing locations and allow for a more physically realistic
optimization of the model.
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Additionally, it would be interesting to extend the investigation to look at how the model
behaves over a broader range of wind speeds, and gravel particle sizes. Extensions should
also consider measuring the kinetic energy of the debris impact associated with the gravel
particles relative to height and wind speed, and release heights of the gravel particle would
give more insight to the validity of the model and how compact windborne debris flight path
varies on a larger scale. Gaining a more clear and thorough understanding of the motion of
compact windborne debris can greatly benefit building codes to improve building envelopes
to better withstand against compact windborne debris, while being able to more clearly assess
damage during inclement weather. This, in turn, would lead to better land development
planning resulting in less damage due to inclement weather.
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